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Abstract. Interpretation of results is an important stage in text borrowings de-

tection systems. Necessary to take into consideration the tree structure of the 

document and the general content of structural elements (sections) is the reason 

for that. In article method comparison of structured document is developed. 

Formalization of comparison document process is based on constructive-

synthesizing modeling. Document structure is processed using templates. They 

contain information about section and subsections titles and keywords sets. The 

base of natural language text comparison is text graph representation model. It 

represents a text as graphs set for improving borrowings retrieval in texts of da-

tabase. On base of these models and method text borrowings detection system is 

developed for comparison digital structured natural language documents. The 

paper presents the features of the system and its advantages. System architec-

ture is described and its time efficiency investigated. 

Keywords: natural language text, structured document, text borrowings detec-

tion, plagiarism, constructive-synthesizing modeling, constructor 

1 Introduction 

Borrowing detection in natural language texts is one of the tasks of NLP. Its relevance 

is increasing with the development of information technology and the growth of in-

formation in the public access. 

Text borrowing can be legitimate: properly designed quotes, a description of the 

techniques and algorithms with specification the author and references, etc. Illegal 

borrowings (plagiarism) are now widespread in many areas of society life, including 

academic [1 – 4]. There are several ways to fight is. They are organizational and ad-

ministrative measures, technological and information-technical means [5, 6]. Infor-

mation-technical means include anti-plagiarism programs that focus on textual bor-

rowing detection [7 – 10]. 

The main stages the anti-plagiarism programs functioning are texts pre-processing, 

comparison – borrowings detection, results interpretation. 

Pre-processing stage may include case-insensitive typing, deleting stop words, de-

leting or ignoring punctuation marks, blank paragraphs, extra spaces, spell checking, 

etc. [11]. 
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The usage of shingles [12, 13], multivariate graph approaches [14, 15, 16], n-grams 

[9, 14, 17], TF-IDF based algorithms [17, 18], SCAM algorithms [19, 20] etc. are 

widespread for comparison stage. These algorithms and approach solve only detection 

task for entire text and do not for its parts. Their apply result is single mark for whole 

text as a percentage of borrowing or uniqueness. Algorithms and approach can be 

used for parts text, but need definition of text borrowing evaluation function and 

method for text split. 

Interpreting the text borrowings detection results is particularly important. There 

are a large number of technical tools (resources) for borrowings detection that provide 

an ultimate text estimate as a percentage of borrowing or uniqueness. However, in the 

course of the 25 resources analysis [22], authors don't found resources, which take 

into account the structural features of the checked document. For example, some sec-

tions describe known techniques completing the views, and then textual borrowings 

are acceptable. However, existing tools do not take this into account when evaluating 

the document. 

This paper is devoted to the development of a method of structured documents 

comparison and its computer implementation using constructive-synthesizing model-

ing [23, 24] and graph representation of text [25, 26] 

2 The Task of Text Borrowings Detection in Digital Structured 

Natural Language Documents 

Structured digital documents are documents represented by doc / docx files format 

that have a logical structure in content and the appropriate formatting. Logical struc-

ture determinates sections and subsections order. 

Such documents are e-books and synopses, reporting documentation for education-

al (course, laboratory) and qualification papers (diploma thesis, PhD dissertations) 

etc. Next, it will be about qualification works. 

Borrowings detection in structured documents is complex due to the following fac-

tors: 

─ the necessity to evaluate each section separately and the document as a whole; 

─ formatting features. The use of different techniques to indicate the structural ele-

ments of a document; 

─ the necessity to select materials for comparison according to the content of the 

structural section; 

─ elements variety. The presence of text fragments in different languages, hyperlinks 

and cross references, images, tables, formulas, other objects. 

Taking into account of the above, text borrowings detection in structured documents 

further needs to be developed: 

─ representation models and comparison methods for structured documents; 

─ document pre-processing algorithms to reduce the amount of material to be 

checked by omitting some items; 



─ reading mechanisms  for document files with text formatting. 

The goal of this research is modeling process of comparing structured digital docu-

ments for construct comparison documents method. Main purpose of this method is 

automated processing of structured digital documents for text borrowings detection. 

Research questions: 

─ definition of the features and the basic stages of processing structured document in 

borrowings detection tasks; 

─ definition and formalized description of the algorithms processing structured doc-

ument by means of constructive-synthesizing modeling and development of struc-

tured documents compression method ; 

─ object-oriented modeling of structured documents and their processing; 

─ creation relationship between object-oriented and constructive-synthesizing models 

of processing structured document for development software based on them. 

3 Modeling the Process of Comparing Structured Digital 

Documents 

The process of comparing structured documents is the orderly sequence of actions 

performed on a document submitted for borrowings detect and the structured docu-

ments base for comparison. The actions can be completed in the following stages: 

1. forming a document tree - defining structural elements (sections, subsections) and 

their hierarchy; 

2. search in the documents database of structural elements for comparison; 

3. pre-processing of the text of structural elements; 

4. comparison of documents and obtaining an assessment of each structural element 

and the document as a whole. 

To formalize this process, the means of constructive-synthesizing modeling [23] was 

apply. Authors defined the constructor of the process and performed refinement trans-

formations: specialization, concretization, interpretation, and implementation. 

3.1 Specialization of the Constructor of the Structured Documents 

Comparison Process 

The specialization of the constructor [23] involves the determination of the semantic 

component of the carrier: 

 ,,,,, CPCPCPCPs MCMC    (1) 

where s  is operation of specialization, CPM  is the heterogeneous replenishable 

carrier, CP  is the signature of operations and relation for construction, CP  is the 

information support that includes the ontology (the constructive basics are outlined in 



[24]), the purpose, rules, constraints, initial conditions, and construction completion 

conditions. 

Ontology of constructor CPC . Carrier is }{ NTMCP  . Terminals (T ) include 

finite set of algorithms for operations on the document, its attributes and text 

}|{ i

i

Y

XiD , where iD  is identifier of algorithm and ii YX ,  are sets of its definitions and 

values. Non-terminals are auxiliary elements for identify abstract algorithms set. 

A document to which algorithms apply has many attributes-sections set 

}{sec DOCtionsi , which have the following attributes: title, level, text, and general 

content. 

Algorithms for processing the document and its attributes: 

─ tions
docD sec

1 |  for formation sections, sections is structural tree for document doc;  

─ numbers
templatetionD ,sec2 |  for definition the general content of the section (section) accord-

ing to a given structure template (template), numbers is the section numbers in the 

template, numberscount  is number sections' quantity; 

─ numbers
numtionD ,sec3 |  for comparison of the general contents of the section (section) with 

the corresponding element of the structure of the template with the number num 

(setting the pattern in manual mode); 

─ textsdbtextss
dbtionsD

_,_
,sec4 |  for selection s_texts from sections by structural tree of the doc-

ument (tree) for comparison with texts (db_texts) of data base documents db; 

─ markul
sizedocmarksfragmentsD _

_,,5 |  for calculation the percentage of borrowings (ul_mark) in 

a document, where doc_size is size of the document, fragments, marks are the text 

and the percentage of borrowings in the section, respectively. 

Algorithms for the text processing: 

─ ttex
textD


|6  for text preprocessing, ttex   is preprocessed text; 

─ graphs
textD |7  for construction the graphs set (graphs) for text; 

─ 
markspositionsfragments

graphstextD
,,

,8 |  for comparison of texts with a set of graphs, fragments, 

positions are borrowed text fragments and their positions in the text, marks is per-

centage mark of each fragment. 

The signature  },{,,,CР  consists of operations sets and corresponding 

relationships of the same name, where :},{  are the operations of linking and 

transforming carrier elements, }| |,|,{   are the operations of substitution and 

inference,   is relationships and attribute operations, }{  are the substitution rela-

tions, },:{ iii gs  is the set of substitution rules, is  is the sequence of substitu-

tion relations, ig  is the set of attribute operations. If attribute operations are not per-

formed, the substitution rule will look like this ,is , where   is empty symbol. 



The inference rules apply the relationship from  , and the corresponding operations 

apply in the implementation of the constructor. 

Operation ),( ji DD  is concatenation of algorithms, implies sequential execution 

jD  after iD . 

Operation ),(: Ab  is execution the algorithm A  if the expression b  is true 

( trueb  ). 

The purpose of the constructor is to form structured documents comparison algo-

rithms. 

Initial conditions for construct: inference begins with a non-terminal CР . There 

are the structured document doc, docsizedoc _  is the document text size, db is the 

structured documents database, template that describes the possible sections in the 

document; sections is the structural tree for document doc, each element of which 

(section) has attributes of title (title) and text of the section / subsection (text). 

Termination condition of constructing: the form does not contain non-terminals. 

3.2 Document Comparison Constructor Interpretation 

Let's interpret the constructor by the algorithmic structure AC  
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Constructor CPAC  includes performing operations algorithms: 

─ ji

ji

AA

AA
A



,
0
1 |  for algorithms composition, ji AA   is sequential execution of the algo-

rithm jA  after algorithm iA ; 

─ i

i

A

Ab
A

,
0
2 |  for conditional execution: algorithm iA  executes if the expression b  is 

true;  

─ i

iqh

f

fll
A

,,3 |  for substitution, iqh fll ,,  are forms;  



─ j

i

f

f
A

,4 | , 
,5 |A  for partial and complete inference, where 

ji ff ,  are forms,   is 

axiom,   is the set of constructed structures. 

Let's execute concretization of the constructor (2): 

 ,,,,,,, 2,,, ZMCZMC СРСРhCIKKСРСРСРСРCI AA
   (3) 

where 312   , NTMСР  {3 , }}}{},{{ 10
ji DDT   is the terminals set, 

},,,{ CPN   is the non-terminals set, CP  is the initial non-terminal. 

Information support: substitution rules. Consider the inference rules that allow 

us to formalize the process of comparing structured documents according to the pre-

viously defined stages. 

Definition of structural elements (sections, subdivisions) of the document: 
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where 0numberscount  is an indication that the section did not match the tem-

plate. 

Retrieval for documents of structural elements that can be compared and pre-

processed for structural elements  
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Comparison documents and getting marks for each structural element and document 

as a whole 
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4 Method of Structured Documents Comparison 

The algorithms }{ iD  and the constructive-synthesizing model (1) – (11) make up the 

method of comparing structured documents, the scheme of which is shown in Fig. 1. 

Block markings 81 ss   comply with the rules (4) – (11) and its combinations of con-

structor (1) – (3).  

 

Fig. 1. Scheme for the method of structured documents comparison 

In the scheme, text graphs sets in the action (1) were constructed in accordance with 

the text graph representation models and the text-weight graph compression method 

[25, 26]. 

The main idea of the graph representation of the text is to form a directed graph 

with weighted vertices and edges. The vertex weight is symbols of text; the weight of 

the edge is the set of cycle numbers into which this edge enters. It is advisable to pre-

process of the text before form the graph. 



Compression of text-weight graph occurs by combining vertices that are connected 

by edges of equal weight. It reduces the needed memory volume by approximately 

97%. Moreover, the graph structure is simplified by 90 – 97%. 

5 Computerized Comparison of Structured Documents 

Object-oriented modeling of a structured document and other components were per-

formed for the computerized implementation of the proposed method of comparison 

(Fig. 2). 

 

Fig. 2. Object-oriented modeling of structured document comparison 

The document model is represented by the DocSection class, which includes such 

attributes as level of a part of the document (section, paragraph, subparagraph, up to 

the ninth degree of nesting), title, section text that belongs to a part of the document 

and delimits by headings. 

The base of DocSection is Composite pattern, which integrates objects into a tree 

structure to represent the hierarchy from part to whole 



Parsing of the document according to the structure is assigned to the FileWorker 

class, which creates DocSection object by the xml structure of the document file. 

DocHandler coordinates the rest of DocSection processing. Thus, three classes per-

form representation, initialization and access to a structured document. 

To determine the general content of the sections, a structural template modeled by 

the classes StructureTemplate, SectionTemplate is used. The template contains infor-

mation about the section and sub-sections headings of the document and keywords 

sets. 

To compare the text of structural sections, a graph representation of the text is used 

[26]. Here it is represented by classes Graph and Vertex. A text attribute of the 

DocSection class represents the text of the compared section. The compared text is 

presented as a set of graphs – Work class. 

To implement the method of comparing structured documents (Fig. 1) and the cor-

responding constructive and object-oriented (Fig. 2) models [26], a software system 

"StructuredDocComparission" (SDC) was developed with the graphic user interface 

(GUI). It provides cooperation with the document structure (Fig. 3). 

 

Fig. 3. The main window of the program for comparison by template  

(GUI language – Ukrainian) 

Features of the SDC system are: 

─  usage a template for construction tree structure of document and text separation by 

section. It helps decrease texts volume that use in comparison stage. XML-

representation of template makes it understandable to the user and facilitates its 

correction; 

─ check of separated sections of the document and obtaining a percentage of text 

borrowings by sections and the entire document. It allows performing further quali-

tative analysis of the submitted document content; 

─ results filtration for structured documents. It allows user to determine the size of 

text fragments that are considered to be borrowed and to obtain a recalculated es-

timate without re-comparing the document; 



─ storage in the base of graph representation of texts. This allows not to waste time 

preparing the texts of the database for comparison; 

─ usage the principles of friendliness and feedback to design a user interface simplify 

interaction with the system. 

6 Experimental Research 

Authors performed experimental researches to determine the time efficiency of the 

SDC system. 

Experimental base – 25 files in docx format. Files are the documentation for the 

diploma thesis of the Bachelor of Software Engineering DNURT-2018 (size: 0.7 MB 

– 27.3 MB, 107.2 – 310.3 thousand characters). Each file contains 32-35 sections 

(explanatory note and technical documentation), each of which is matched by tem-

plate to determine the general content and subsequent selection of data from text doc-

uments database. Primary language of documents – Ukrainian, languages of section 

“Program text”: C/C++, C#, html, javascript etc. The domain is determined by the 

specialty and area of IT knowledge. Text databases of the above mentioned diploma 

thesis, size 5,10..25 qualifying works, which are formed by the developed software. 

Local web server xampp v 3.2.2 (components used: Apache, MariaDB). The experi-

ment was executed on a PC with the following specifications: Intel Pentium (R) Dual 

Core CPU, L1 code / L1 data cache / L2 – 2 * 32/2 * 32 / 1024K, clock speed / sys-

tem bus frequency / memory frequency – 2.3 GHz / 400 MHz / 400 MHz, OP access 

time (read / write) 5751/4253 MB / s, operating system – MS Windows 7 Ultimate 

SP1. 

Execution of the experiment. Each of the 25 files of the experimental database is 

compared with the bases of 5,10..25 works formed from the same files. The texts of 

the checked files and the texts of the database were pre-processed (removal of unnec-

essary spaces, unification of punctuation marks, etc.). Comparison accuracy is one 

word. A word is a sequence of letters and / or numbers separated by spaces or / and 

punctuation delimiters. The files in the database are not duplicated. Time efficiency 

metrics are determined by a text matching operation. The matching operation involves 

the following stages: pre-processing (selection of information in the database, alloca-

tion of memory for storing results, text pre-processing); constructing text graph repre-

sentation from base (multiple sets of graphs); comparison of the submitted text with 

the texts of the base; work evaluation (determination of the total percentage of bor-

rowings according to all works of the base). 

Experiment results. It is established that the average time of comparison of the 

structured document is from 11 to 65 seconds on a base of 0.6 to 3.8 million charac-

ters. It has a linear dependence on the size of the checked document and base. 

7 Conclusion 

To processing natural language text constructive-synthesizing model of comparison 

process was developed. Special comparison method was form using this model.  



Constructive-synthesizing and object-oriented models of the text graph representa-

tion previously developed by authors are used to increase time effectiveness of com-

prising process. 

That allowed to develop software system for text borrowings detect in structural 

digital document. When designing the system architecture, an object-oriented model 

of a structured document and algorithms for its processing were developed. 

The advantage of the developed system compared to analog tools is that the per-

centage of text borrowings is calculated not only for the entire document, but also for 

any separate section (unit).  

Promising scopes for research are parallel graphs processing and optimization of 

procedures for restoring graphs sets from a database to increase the time efficiency of 

the system. 
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